Write each number described.

1) Write a number with six tens and five ones.

2) Write a number with five tens and nine ones.

3) Write a number with four tens and zero ones.

4) Write a number with six tens and three ones.

5) Write a number with nine tens and six ones.

6) Write a number with nine tens and seven ones.

7) Write a number with eight tens and four ones.

8) Write a number with eight tens and five ones.

9) Write a number with five tens and four ones.

10) Write a number with five tens and seven ones.

11) Write a number with three tens and nine ones.

12) Write a number with six tens and eight ones.

13) Write a number with seven tens and three ones.

14) Write a number with seven tens and eight ones.

15) Write a number with nine tens and two ones.
Write each number described.

1) Write a number with six tens and five ones.
2) Write a number with five tens and nine ones.
3) Write a number with four tens and zero ones.
4) Write a number with six tens and three ones.
5) Write a number with nine tens and six ones.
6) Write a number with nine tens and seven ones.
7) Write a number with eight tens and four ones.
8) Write a number with eight tens and five ones.
9) Write a number with five tens and four ones.
10) Write a number with five tens and seven ones.
11) Write a number with three tens and nine ones.
12) Write a number with six tens and eight ones.
13) Write a number with seven tens and three ones.
14) Write a number with seven tens and eight ones.
15) Write a number with nine tens and two ones.

Answers

1. 65
2. 59
3. 40
4. 63
5. 96
6. 97
7. 84
8. 85
9. 54
10. 57
11. 39
12. 68
13. 73
14. 78
15. 92
Write each number described.

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Write a number with 6 tens and 5 ones.

2) Write a number with 5 tens and 9 ones.

3) Write a number with 4 tens and 0 ones.

4) Write a number with 6 tens and 3 ones.

5) Write a number with 9 tens and 6 ones.

6) Write a number with 9 tens and 7 ones.

7) Write a number with 8 tens and 4 ones.

8) Write a number with 8 tens and 5 ones.

9) Write a number with 5 tens and 4 ones.

10) Write a number with 5 tens and 7 ones.

11) Write a number with 3 tens and 9 ones.

12) Write a number with 6 tens and 8 ones.

13) Write a number with 7 tens and 3 ones.

14) Write a number with 7 tens and 8 ones.

15) Write a number with 9 tens and 2 ones.